The occurrence of similar code, or 'code clones', can make program code difficult to read, modify and maintain. This paper describes industrial case studies of clone detection and elimination, and were were performed in collaboration with engineers from Ericsson AB using the refactoring and clone detection tool Wrangler for Erlang.
Introduction
In this paper we explore a case study of clone detection and elimination in practice. The subject of the case study is test code written in the Erlang programming language, and provided by Ericsson.¹ We follow this up with a discussion of further interactions with Ericsson developers who use Erlang. The paper draws a number of conclusions about the process, from general conclusions that the process must be driven by a domain expert, and that it cannot be automated in a "push-button" way to particular observations about the order in which clones should be identified, and some of the pitfalls of the clone identification process.
The case study uses Wrangler [ ], a tool that supports interactive refactoring of Erlang programs. Wrangler itself is implemented in Erlang, and supports a variety of refactorings, as well as a set of "code smell" inspection functionalities, and facilities to detect and eliminate code clones. It is integrated with Emacs and Eclipse, through the ErlIDE plugin [ ], as well as being available from the command line.
Why is test code particularly prone to clone proliferation? One reason is that many people touch the code: a first few tests are written, and then others author more tests. The quickest way to write these is to copy, paste and modify an existing test, even if this is not the best way to structure the code, it can be done with a minimal understanding of the code. This observation applies equally well to long-standing projects, particularly with a large element of legacy code.
What comes out very clearly from the case study is the fact that refactoring or clone detection cannot be completely automated. In a preliminary experiment by one of the Wrangler developers (Thompson) the code was reduced by some % using a "slash and burn" approach, simply eliminating clones one by one. The result of this was -unsurprisingly -completely unreadable. It is only with the collaboration of project engineers, Lindberg and Schumacher, that we were able to identify which clone candidates should be removed, how they could be named and parameterised and so forth. Moreover it requires domain insight to decide on which clones might not be removed. These questions are discussed at length here.
The case study examines the use of a particular definition of "clone", a particular detection mechanism for a particular programming language, as implemented in a particular tool. We would nevertheless argue that this is representative: the type of clone identified is strictly stronger than Type II (and in some ways stronger indeed than Type IV); the language of choice is Erlang, with a focus on sequences of expressions, and so in both these aspects it is comparable with other approaches. We also note that the observations that we make are orthogonal to the particular nature of the algorithm, language and tool, and because of this they are of equal value within other contexts.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section surveys related work on clone detection and removal, and Section introduces the Erlang programming language and the Wrangler tool. Section describes the support that Wrangler provides
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-for clone detection and removal. Section describes the case study itself, and Section highlights some lessons coming from the case study (cross-referenced with the stages of the case study). Section discusses enhancements made to Wrangler on the basis of further interactions with Ericsson staff, and Section describes a second case study from a different development group within Ericsson. Section shows how clone detection was used in the ProTest project as a mechanism for property extraction and finally, in Section we describe future work and conclude the paper.
Clone detection and removal
Duplicated code, or the existence of code clones, is one of the well-known bad code smells when refactoring and software maintenance is concerned. 'Duplicated code', in general, refers to a program fragment that is identical or similar to another, though the exact meaning of 'similar' might vary between different application contexts.
There is an extensive literature on software clones, including a survey of work in the area up to [ ], which inter alia covers the standard taxonomy of clones (types I-IV), and there is also a regular International Workshop on Software Clones [ , ] .
The most obvious reason for code duplication is the reuse of existing code (by copy, paste and modify for example). Duplicate code introduced for this reason often leads to design problems such as the lack of encapsulation or abstraction. This kind of design problem can be corrected post hoc by refactoring out the existing clones at a later stage, or could be avoided entirely by refactoring the existing code to make it reusable without duplication, prior to reusing it [ ].
While some code clones might have a sound reason for their existence [ , ] , many clones are considered to be detrimental to the quality of software, because code duplication makes it more likely that bugs will be propagated, as well as increasing the size of the source code and the executable, the compile time, and most importantly the overall cost of maintenance [ , ] .
The existing body of work on software clones places an emphasis on clone identification, analysis and classification -both theoretical and practical [ ] -as well as on the evolution and tracking of clones during the lifetime of a project. This literature encompasses theoretical work on different mechanisms of clone identification, as well as case studies that show the presence of code clones in most projects, typically accounting for at least ten percent of the existing code base.
There is less work on clone removal or elimination, and particularly on the pragmatics of what it means, program-by-program. Mechanisms tend to generality, for instance embracing the "near miss" clone [ , ] , using the evolution history of a system [ , ] , adding a degree of paramtricity [ ]; or emphasise engineering aspects [ ].
The approach of Balazinska and colleagues [ ] is to build an automatic tool to replace clones -or at least the clones identified by a particular technique -by uses of the strategy design pattern that allows a class to be configured to behave in one of a number of ways, thereby generalising each particular behaviour. What is notable about this work -but perhaps also its main disadvantage -is that this process is -entirely automatic; we will come back to this point when we discuss our case study. An overview of the other work in this area is given in [ ]; these tend to vary according to the identification mechanism used, but essentially involve the use of the Extract Method refactoring within the OO paradigm.
Other work on the ARIES tool [ ] provides analysis together with hints about how clones identified in Java code can be removed, but does not specifically implement those changes. The thesis by Komondoor [ ] explores how duplication in source code can be eliminated, but with an emphasis on the identification rather than the elimination of duplicate code; this work builds on earlier studies of duplication in assembly code, but this body of work tends to emphasise compilation technology rather than the production of refactored source code that is recognisable to its author.
The problem is tackled from a different perspective by In observing a number of open source projects they saw that it was often a sub-clone that was removed, rather than the 'full' clone identified; this is a point that we come back to in Steps , of Section . , page .
Harder and Göde's study [ ] about clone management -that is tracking clones once they have been identified -aims to identify the cost of maintaining the clone, and also recommends the involvement of the system developer in decisions about how the clone should be dealt with at appropriate points in its evolution.
Schulze et al. [ ] observe that it is possible to remove clones in more than one way: specifically they define OOP and AOP approaches, and correlate these with particular kinds of clone. Yu and Ramaswamy [ ] study the clones in the Linux distribution: they identify clone sets among the modules (using a given set of thresholds). Their conclusion is that about % of the code clones could be removed by replacing them with calls to a common function, while the others would require techniques beyond the state of the art at the time ( ). They do not investigate the practicalities of removing those clones.
Erlang and Wrangler
In this section we give an overview of Erlang, sufficient for understanding the examples in the remainder of the paper, as well as giving an introduction to the Wrangler refactoring tool for Erlang.
-
. Erlang
Erlang [ , ] is a strict, weakly typed functional programming language with built-in support for concurrency, communication, distribution, and fault-tolerance. Erlang is widely used in communication-intensive domains including telecoms, messaging (including WhatsApp Messenger), finance and web applications.
An Erlang system consists of a collection of modules, each of which contains a set of function definitions. A function definition consists of a number of clauses, each of which contains a head, involving a sequence of patterns and, separated by '-', a body, consisting of a sequence of statements. In this respect they are just like functions in C, or methods in Java. An example of a function definition is given by Example Erlang function: sum the positive elements in a list.
In this example, which sums the positive elements in a list, the pattern in the first clause will match an empty list, whose sum is zero; in the second the pattern matches a non-empty list, with first element (or head) X and remainder (or tail) Xs; for instance, on [ , , ], X is matched with and Xs with [ , ] . The result of the second clause is the value of the final statement in the body. The symbol introduces a comment which extends to the end of the line.
The concurrency primitives and others have side-effects, but assignment in Erlang, which is a special case of pattern matching, is single assignment. As shown in the example, Erlang names (which are 'atoms') begin with small letters and variables with capital letters.
Erlang has a single distribution which forms the de facto standard. The standard Erlang distribution comes with a number of libraries including the Open Telecom Platform, OTP, as well as more specialised libraries; these include the syntax_tools library that gives an abstract interface to the syntax trees produced by the compiler, as well as the test frameworks EUnit and Common Test. Erlang has an integrated macro language and pre-processor: Erlang macros are conventionally denoted in CAPS and macro calls are preceded by a question mark, thus: ?CAPS.
. Wrangler
Wrangler [ ] is a refactoring tool for Erlang, designed and implemented in the School of Computing at the University of Kent. It provides a set of structural refactorings, including renaming of variables, functions and modules; function generalisation; function extraction: an identified expression is made the body of a new function definition;
-inlining or 'unfolding' a function application, and its dual, 'folding' an expression into a function application; introduce local variables to name an identified expression, and dually, to inline variable definitions, introduce new macro definitions and to fold against macro definitions. In addition, Wrangler provides a set of process-based refactorings, including the introduction of process naming. Wrangler also contains a variety of refactorings which work with Erlang QuickCheck, a property-based testing tool for Erlang.
Wrangler is integrated within Emacs -including XEmacs -and also within Eclipse, as a part of the ErlIDE [ ] plugin for Erlang. In implementing Wrangler we have chosen to respect various features of the language and related tools. Wrangler is able to process modules which use macros, including the Erlang test frameworks that are in regular use. Wrangler also respects the naming conventions in those test frameworks.
Wrangler provides a portfolio of decision-support tools. The code inspector highlights local 'code smells' and a number of reports highlight issues in the module structure of projects, including circular inclusions and other potential faults [ ]. The code clone detection facilities can be used on large multi-module projects to report on code clones and how they can be removed; clone detection can be preformed incrementally on larger code bases, for example as part of a continuous integration approach to software construction [ , ] . Clone detection is discussed in more detail in the next section.
Wrangler contains a framework that allows users to define for themselves refactorings and code inspection functions that suit their needs [ ]. These are defined using a template-and rule-based program transformation and analysis API. Wrangler also supports a domain-specific language that allows users to script composite refactorings, test them and apply them on the fly [ ]. User-defined refactorings and scripts are not "second-class citizens": like the existing Wrangler refactorings, user-defined refactorings can be called through the emacs interface and benefit from features such as results preview, layout preservation, selective refactoring, and undo.
Clone detection and removal with Wrangler
Wrangler provides a 'similar' code detection approach based on the notion of antiunification [ ] to detecting code clones in Erlang programs, as well as a mechanism for automatic clone elimination under the user's control.
. Foundations
Wrangler provides facilities for finding both 'identical' and 'similar' code. Two pieces of code are said to be identical if they are the same when the values of literals and the names of variables are ignored, and the binding structures (of variables to their definitions) are the same. We concentrate on the more general notion of similarity here and in the discussion of the case studies.
-
The anti-unifier of two terms denotes their least-general common abstraction, and therefore captures the common syntactical structure of the two terms. In general, we say that two expressions (or expression sequences), A and B, are similar if there exists a non-trivial least-general common abstraction, C, and two substitutions σ 1 and σ 2 which take C to A and B, respectively. We discuss what we mean by 'non-trivial' below. This clone detection approach is able, for example, to spot that the two expressions ((X ) ) and ( ( -( *X))) are similar as they are both instances of the expression (Y Z), ² and so can both be replaced by calls to the function
Note that the example here is not chosen as a potential candidate for clone elimination, but instead as a suitable example when explaining the notions of substitution and anti-unification.
How does our clone definition fit with the traditional classification of clones into Types I to IV, as discussed in Section . of Roy and Cordy's survey [ ]. While the approach is based on identification of code sequences that have a common generalisation, this is semantically aware, since it takes into account the static semantic information contained in the annotated abstract syntax tree. This makes the approach strictly stronger than Type II, but does not coincide with Type III or Type IV. In some respects our approach is stronger than type IV, because it supports parametric clones, which differ in the values of various sub-expressions that are reified into parameters of the clone function.
. Implementation
Our implementation uses the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) annotated with static semantic information as the internal representation of Erlang programs. Scalability, which is one of the major challenges faced by AST-based clone detection approaches, is achieved by a two-phase clone detection technique: first we use a fast string matching mechanism using generalised suffix trees to identify clone candidates, we then provide an accurate AST-based analysis of each candidate, ensuring that we report only true clones; that is, the system produces no false positives.
Clone detection can be applied to multi-module projects, and this process will discover not only clones within a single module but also cross-module clones with instances in different modules. More details of the implementation can be found in the original paper [ ]. Wrangler also provides incremental clone detection [ ]; the incremental version of the algorithm preserves the results of the intermediate analysis steps (ASTs, generalised suffix trees, clone tables) and reuses parts of these when they are unchanged from the previous clone detection process.
. Modes and parameters
What does the system provide to the user who wants to detect clones in their code?
Shown by the substitutions σ 1 = {Y → X , Z → } and σ 2 = {Y → , Z → -( *X)}.
-
The pragmatics of clone detection and elimination Modes. First, for both identical and similar code, two modes of operation are possible:
Detection This operation will identify all code clones (up to identity or similarity) in a module or across a project. For each clone the common generalisation for the clone is generated in the report, and can be cut and pasted into the module prior to clone elimination.
Search This operation allows the identification of all the code that is identical or similar to a particular selection, so is directed rather than speculative. Looking at examples as the system developed showed that both modes would be relevant to effective clone removal, and validation of that was provided by examples encountered in the case studies.
Threshold parameters. Similar code detection in Wrangler is governed by a number of threshold parameters, which describe the size and other properties of the clone.
Sequence length. Clones identified consist of a sequence of Erlang expressions. This parameter represents the threshold value of the minimum number of expressions making up an identified clone. A value of will mean all expressions (and subexpressions) will be examined. The default value is .
Size of the clone. The minimum number of tokens in the clone. This allows for small clones to be ignored. The default value is .
Size of the clone class. How many times should the clone appear? The minimum is , which is also the default, but larger numbers can be chosen.
Number of new parameters in the clone. This provides an upper bound for the number of places in which the clones differ: for instance in the example in Section . , two parameters are introduced as the code differs on both sides of the symbol. The default (maximum) value here is .
Similarity. How large is the abstraction compared to the clone instances? We call the minimum of these ratios the similarity, and use a default value of . in the tool.
. Clone reports in Wrangler
Figure shows a typical clone report in Wrangler, embedded in Emacs. The upper window shows the module under examination, and the lower gives the report. For each clone we list Each of the instances of the clone, with a hyperlink to the instance in the upper window.
The common generalisation, expressed as a definition of the function new_fun. The new variables in the function are named NewVar_ etc.; note that the other variables in the function consist of the free variables from the clone, here Msg and N. which also need to be abstracted. For each instance, following the link we show the function call that will replace the code. This shows the function applied to the actual values of the parameters for that instance. In the boxed instance, the actual parameters are "pong! n" and a; in the other instance (not seen) they are "ping... n" and b.
- .
Eliminating the clone
The clone-handling functionality provided by Wrangler is in two separate components: clone detection results in a report that indicates clone instances, and produces a function definition that encapsulates each such instance. In the running example it is:
Refactoring the code to remove the clone is provided by a series of entirely separate refactorings, after the definition has been added to the appropriate module. These are general refactorings, and there will be individual preconditions for each of them: renamings will require that no name clashes are produced, for example, and function 'folding' will also need to avoid damage to the binding structure of the program, -but these issues are of general concern, and nothing specifically to do with clone elimination.
In order to eliminate this clone, the definition needs to be pasted into the appropriate module, and using a series of refactorings the clone can be eliminated:
Rename Function is used to rename new_fun. Rename Variable is used to rename NewVar_ , NewVar_ , etc. It is also possible to rearrange the variables, either by hand, or using the Swap Arguments refactoring [ ]. Finally, each of the instances of the clone can be 'folded' against the clone function using the Fold Expression against Function refactoring. This operation is performed interactively, so that the user can choose precisely which of the clone instances is to be removed. It is also possible that individual instances of this folding may fail, perhaps because of naming clashes, but these do not affect the overall correctness of the transformation since in such a case the code simply remains unchanged/ A recent extension of Wrangler for 'scripting' complex sequences of refactorings [ ] allows such sequences of steps to be expressed as single refactorings within Wrangler.
Case Study I
The first case study examined part of an Erlang implementation of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [ ]. As a part of SIP message processing it is possible to transform messages by applying rewriting rules to messages. This SIP message manipulation (SMM) is tested by a test suite contained in the file smm_SUITE.erl, which is our subject here.
The case study was undertaken by the authors, with Li and Thompson supplying Wrangler expertise and Schumacher having knowledge about the application area.³ The code consisted of a dozen test cases, which had been written through time by a number of authors, and it was clear that a number of these had been produced using a 'copy, paste and modify' approach.
We were looking to make the code more comprehensible and maintainable, through the introduction of appropriate abstractions into the code. This would have the consequence of making subsequent tests substantially easier to write. Clone detection was the mechanism used to identify appropriate code for extraction into functions.
The size of the sequence of versions of the files -in lines of code -is indicated in Figure , which shows that the code has been reduced by about % by means of these transformations. As we discuss at the end of this section there is still considerable scope for clone detection and elimination, and this might well reduce the code by a further few hundred lines of code.
Adam Lindberg also contributed application area expertise.
- Figure   File The nature of the clones in the initial -unchanged -version of the project is shown in Figure , where it can be seen that the clones vary considerably in size, in frequency of occurrence and in degree of parametrisation.
. The sequence of transformations
We now give an overview of the particular steps taken in refactoring the SMM test code, highlighting the lessons for clone detection and elimination in greyed boxes as we go along.
Step
We begin by generating a report on similar code in the module. clones are detected, with the most common being cloned times. The generalisation suggested in the report is shown in Figure which , because it has no formal parameters, shows that -The pragmatics of clone detection and elimination the code is literally repeated sixteen times. This function definition can be cut and pasted into the test file, and all the clones folded against it.
Clone functions need to be named by domain experts
Of course, this new_fun needs to be renamed, and this can only be done with domain expertise: no automated tool could pick a name. In this case we choose to call it import_rule_set_ le_ since the role of this function is to import rule sets which determine the actions taken by the SMM processor, and this import is a part of the common setup in a number of different test cases. The function can be renamed using the Rename Function refactoring either when it is first introduced, or after it has been used to replace the clone instances.
Step Looking again at similar code detection we find a twelve line code block that is repeated six times. This code creates two SMM filters, and returns a tuple containing names and keys for the two filters. This is a common pattern, under which the extracted clone returns a tuple of values, which are assigned to a tuple of variables on function invocation, thus: {FilterKey , FilterName , FilterState, FilterKey , FilterName } create_ lter_ ()
Choose specific names
We have named the function create_ lter_ ; this reflects a general policy of not trying to anticipate general names for functions when they are introduced. Rather, we choose the most specific name, changing the name to a more general one -or indeed generalising the functionality itself -at a later stage if necessary, using Wrangler.
Step At this step a line clone is detected, as shown in Figure ; inspecting this identifies a smaller clone, encapsulated in the function shown in Figure , and which we choose to replace first. This was replaced by the function shown in Figure , where as well as renaming the function and variable names, the order of the variables is changed. This can be done simply by editing the list of arguments, because before folding against the function there are no calls to it, since it is newly introduced.
- 
Threshold parameter choice
Clone detection has been used with the default parameters in this case study, and the smaller clone was not identified as such. There's a trade off between lowering the parameters -thus broadening the choice of possible clones -and increasing the difficulty of identifying the clones to work on.
Clone selection: bottom up or top down?
As a general principle we found it more useful to replace clones bottom up, rather than top down. One reason for this is that it is easier to understand the operation of a smaller code fragment, and so to name it appropriately. Once smaller clones are replaced by appropriately named function calls it becomes easier to name larger clones.
-
The pragmatics of clone detection and elimination 
Two modes of operation
This example shows the value of the two modes of operation of the tool. We start off by using 'detection' mode, which identifies the larger clone. This allows us to see a difference opportunity, and we can investigate this using 'search' mode that finds all clones of an identified program fragment.
Variable names and ordering need to be selected
Here we choose to rename the variables in the function identified by clone detection; this is particularly necessary when they are NewVar_ , NewVar_ etc.
Steps -

Introduce two variants of check_ lter_exists_in_sbgFilterTable:
In the first the check is for the filter occurring only once in the table, so that a call to ets:tab list replaces the earlier call to ets:lookup.
In the second the call is to a different table, sbgFilterTable being replaced by smmFilter.
How much to generalise?
Arguably these three alternatives could have been abstracted into a common generalisation, but it was felt by the engineers that each of the three functions encapsulated a meaningful activity, whereas a generalisation would have had an unwieldy number of parameters as well as being harder to name appropriately.
Step Erlang provides two mechanisms for finding out whether the code for a module M is loaded:
Use of the former is deprecated outside the code server, but both are used in this file. We want to remove the deprecated calls, all of which are symbolic calls in contexts like:
So what we do is to define a new function, in which we abstract over module name, the type of blade and the expected result of the call to erlang:module_loaded.
- We then fold against this definition to remove all calls to erlang:module_loaded, expect for that in the definition of code_is_loaded itself. We can then write a different definition of this function, see Figure , which implements the same functionality using the other primitive. At this point it is possible to stop, having introduced the code_is_loaded function. Alternatively, in order to keep the code as close as possible to its previous version, we can inline this function definition. In the next step we will see another reason for doing this inlining.
Step We note that as well as finding symbolic calls to code:is_loaded within the OM_CHECK macro call, it is also called within CH_CHECK. We are unable to replace a macro call by a variable, and so we write -by hand -a generalisation in which the macro call is determined by an atom parameter, as shown in Figure . 
When to generalise?
It is here that inlining of the code_is_loaded function in step is valuable: it allows us to deal with premature generalisation, under which we find that we want further to generalise a function without layering a number of intermediate calls: we inline the earlier generalisations and then build the more general function in a single step.
-
Steps ,
In these steps, a ten line clone was identified, but rather than replacing that -which combines a number of operations -it was decided to look at its sub-clones. A sub-clone is a subsequence (or subexpression) of an identified clone, which will a fortiori be a clone, potentially with a larger number of instances. Looking at this led to the identification of code used times in the module, extracted as the function shown in Figure . This gives the ninth version of the code, and two similar sub-clones are extracted, as shown in Figure , giving the tenth version of the code in the study.
Clone choice
It is clear that we need to view the results of the clone identification in more than one way. Wrangler presents the information ordered in two ways: by the size of the clone -that is the size of the instances -and by the number of times that the clone occurs. Each criterion can be significant in different situations.
Step Clone detection now gives the clone candidate shown in Figure . The body of this function sets up four rule sets and adds them to a filter, but the function identified contains extraneous functionality at the start and end: the filter key is created as the first action: FilterKey . . . , and (in at least one of the clones) the rulesets are removed thus: NewVar_ . and so, instead, the body is extracted as the code shown in Figure , in which the final action doesn't need to be passed in as a parameter, and the FilterKey becomes a parameter rather than a component of the result.
'Widows' and 'orphans'
Clone detection software will identify the maximal duplicated segments, but as noted in the example it may be that a maximal segment may include code that is extraneous to the core functionality identified. Again, the search mode of the tool can be used to identify the clones of the core functionality. The next step presents a second example of this phenomenon.
Step
In a similar way to the previous step, a lengthy clone is identified, but in the abstraction the first line is omitted, making it an abstraction without parameters: setup_rulesets_and_ lters.
Step This final step consists of a sequence of stages concerned with refactoring the form of data representation in dealing with sets of attributes, which are transformed into named lists, such as -The pragmatics of clone detection and elimination
Figure
The function extracted at Step . were repeated, doubtless a cut-and-paste error, which went undetected because the pattern matches succeeded at the second occurrence.
Clone elimination and other refactorings
Clone detection as implemented in Wrangler will only find clones that consist of code segments that have a common generalisation. In practice there may be small changes that prevent larger clones being identified; it is therefore important in practice to pursue clone elimination in conjunction with other refactorings, as shown in this particular step.
. Continuing the case study: further clone detection
The work reported here produced a sequence of twelve revisions of the code, but it is possible to make further revisions. In this section we look at a selection of reports from similar and identical code search, and comment on some of the potential clones identified.
Similar code
The similar code detection facility with the default parameter values reports further clones, each duplicating code once. The total number of duplicated lines here is , and so a reduction of some lines could be made by replacing each clone into a function definition plus two function calls.
Looking for similar code with the similarity parameter reduced to . rather than the default of . reports clones, almost three times as many. Of these, eight duplicate the code twice (that is, there are three instances of the code clone) and some of these provide potential clients for replacement. However, not all of them appear to be good candidates for replacement. For example, consider the report shown in Figure . This code has three parameters, and the first is an arbitrary expression, NewVar_ , evaluated first in the function body. A more appropriate candidate is given by omitting this expression, and giving the generalisation This particular generalisation has a similarity score of more than . , but does not appear in the default report because it involves only expressions, and the default cut-off is a sequence of at least .
. . Identical code
The standard report to detect identical code reports ; the number is larger here because the default threshold for reporting here is to consist of at least tokens rather than expressions or more. However, a number of over-generalisations result from this report; for example, the function is reported as occurring times. Arguably, generalising to replace these two expressions will not result in code that is more readable than it is already: it clearly states that it checks for two pieces of code being loaded.
. . Carrying on
There are clearly some more clones that might be detected, but as the work progresses the effort involved in identifying and replacing code clones becomes more than the value of transforming the code in this way, and so the engineers performing the refactoring will need to decide when it is time to put the work aside.
Lessons learned
This section highlights the lessons learned during the activity reported in the previous section, cross-referring to the steps of that process when appropriate.
. Inlining is a useful refactoring
There is a clear use case for function inlining or unfolding when performing a series of refactorings based on clone elimination [Step ] . The scenario is one of premature generalisation thus: identify common code, and generalise this, introducing a function for this generalisation; subsequently identify that there is a further generalisation of the original code, which could benefit from being generalised; the problem is that some of the original code disappeared in the first stage of generalisation, and so it needs to be inlined in order to generalise it further. Of course, it would be possible to keep the intermediate generalisation as well as the final one, but in general that makes for less readable code, requiring the reader to understand two function definitions and interfaces rather than one.
Inlining is also useful to support a limited form of API migration [Step ] .
. Bottom-up is better than top-down
We looked at ways in which clones might be removed, and two approaches seem appropriate: bottom-up and top-down. In the latter case we would remove the largest clones first, while in the other approach we would look for small clones first, particularly those which are the most common. We decided to use the bottom-up approach for two reasons [Steps , , ] . Using this it is much easier to identify pieces of functionality which can easily be named because they have an identifiable purpose.
- it is also likely that these will not have a huge number of parameters, and in general we look for code which is not over-general. Finally, there is the argument that -to a large extent, at least -it should not matter about the order in which clone removal takes place, since a large clone will remain after small clones are removed, and vice versa.
. Clone removal cannot be fully automated
What we have achieved in this example is clearly semi-automated: we have the Wrangler support for identifying candidates for clones but they may well need further analysis and insight from uses to identify what should be done. For example,
Is there a spurious last action which belongs to the next part of the code, but which just happens to follow the clone when it is used? If so, it should not be included in the clone [Steps , ] . This can also apply to actions at the start of the identified code segment. Another related reason for this might be that this last operation adds another component to the return tuple of an extracted function; we should aim to keep these small. We might find that we identify behaviour of interest which occurs close to an identified clone; then use similar expression search to explore further. An identified clone may contain two pieces of separate functionality which are used together in many cases, but not in all cases of interest. Because of the thresholding of clone parameters it might be that we only see the larger clone because the smaller one is below the threshold chosen for the similar code report [Steps , , ] .
.
Self-documenting code
Rather than using the telegraphic
it is always useful to name values, as shown in Figure , since the latter case is self documenting in a way that the former is not. On the other hand, is it the responsibility of the client of an API, here for the function f, to document this API at its calling points? If it is to be documented at a calling point it can be done by choice of variable names, or by suitably placed comments.
. Naming values
How should constants best be named in Erlang code. Three options are possible: namely definition by a macro definition a function of arity a local variable The code at hand does the first and last: the second was added during the refactoring process.
Another option presents itself: instead of worrying about what is contained in a set of variables, should a record be used instead? This has some advantages, but records have drawbacks in Erlang. Names are not first class, so cannot be passed as parameters or values, which is something that can be used in practice, such as passing a list of field names to the zip/ function [Step ] .
. Improvements to Wrangler
The case study also brought to light a number of improvements that might be made to Wrangler. Inlining was the most important, and is now included in the latest release of the system.
It was also suggested that a number of options could be added to the Code Inspector: this highlights "bad smells" and other notable code features, such as: variables used only once, variables not used, and rebinding of variables (that is, bound variables occurring in a pattern match).
Finally, the question was raised about how much refactoring sequences used on one module could be reused in refactoring another. This question of memoisation or scripting merits further work.
Improvements added subsequently
Visits to the product development group at Ericsson in Linköping in allowed us to explore duplicate code detection and elimination in a variety of test suites. We were also able to use function extraction to add structure to long functions by breaking them into a sequence of calls to smaller (extracted) functions.
These visits coincided with the development of the module structure exploration tools in Wrangler [ ]; we were able to explore inter-module dependencies and in particular to examine circular dependencies. We noted that some cycles in the module dependency structure are legitimate; an example would be two ends of a message interaction that are implemented in different modules.
On the basis of the work done during these visits, a number of improvements and bug-fixes were added to Wrangler.
Add the facility to introduce a local definition, and to inline instances of a local definition.
-In reporting on clones, as well as presenting the new function that represents the least common generalisation, the report should also include the actual parameter values for each instance. Provided a full set of key bindings for all the refactorings in Emacs. This follows the scheme C-c C-w X, with C-c C-w as the 'Wrangler command' common prefix. Clone detection is controlled by a minimum number of expressions in the (cloned) expression sequence. This can miss the case of a single-expression clone, and so we have also introduced a minimum number of tokens for clone size which can be used in conjunction with clone search over sequences of any length. Introduce another parameter for clone detection: the number of parameters to the common abstraction. There are two choices for this: it could either be the maximum number of parameters for the clone, or the number of new variables introduced by the generalisation, excluding those variables that are already unbound in the clone instances.
Handle side-effects in clone extraction: this enhancement ensures that side effects are handled properly in clone extraction by wrapping up in a closure any actual parameter which can have a side effect. In clone detection it is possible that when two variables have the same values in each instance, and so can be replaced by a single variable: this has been implemented. In clone detection across multiple modules it is necessary to check the use of function names: it is not always the case that f/N in two modules means the same thing; in fact, it most usually doesn't (except for BIFs). On the other hand, it is possible that m:f/N and f/N are the same (precisely when f/N is used in module m). This name resolution is now correctly implemented. The order of the variables in the return tuple of a generalisation function was modified so that it reflected the order in which they are declared in the function body. Users of version control systems requested reporting of when a file is not writeable, as this will probably invalidate a refactoring step. Other suggestions were discussed; some were scheduled for future implementation, and others were rejected.
Refactoring to move definitions between scopes: that is from local to top-level and vice versa. In a language like Haskell with a more developed facilities for scope nesting this is a necessity, but in Erlang we see it as being of less practical value.
On the basis of analysis of forward and backward dependencies within expression sequences, it is possible to provide refactorings to move statements "up" and "down" in an expression sequence. One use case is to do this to assist with clone detection, when an inserted statement splits a larger clone in two. An example of this is the subject of Section . , where it is evident that cases like this require manual intervention when they are extracted in practice.
Definitions of records and macros in Erlang can be contained in Erlang source files, or included in header files. Providing the facility to detect cloned macro or record -definitions across multiple modules could be complemented by the facility to move these into a common header file. This is future work. Source files contain comments -some of which are 'semi-structured' information used in the edoc documentation system -and also type specifications (-spec statements). While it makes little sense to try to refactor free text comments, it could be useful to indicate to users which comments might have been invalidated by a refactoring.
With the advent of release R B of the Erlang system there is now a single spec notation for both specifications and comments, and these are to be transformed as a part of refactorings from a future Wrangler release. In building the common abstraction for a clone, we choose to name variables as Newvar_N: could we do better? If we know it's a module or function name, then that is possible; otherwise we could take a name from one of the instances, if any instance is itself a variable. We decided, however, that this is potentially misleading, and that the Newvar_N names force the user to choose names that accurately reflect the semantics of the variable. A report on variable use within function bodies could be used when it is desirable to split -by means of function extraction -function definitions that are too long. We plan to investigate this.
Following up: continuing the case study
The original visit by the Kent team to Lindberg and Schumacher at Ericsson in Stockholm in was followed up by visits to Ericsson Linköping in and , where again the Wrangler team (Thompson and Li) sat together with developers to restructure their code.
This allowed them to replicate the study reported in Section , to gain feedback on improvements of Wrangler implemented after the initial case study, and, finally, to understand the main obstacles to wider adoption of Wrangler within Ericsson and more widely.
. Clone detection . . Multi-module search.
Our initial experiment was to look for clones on a set of code of more than MB across some dozen files. Generating the clone detection report took approximately minutes: we found clone candidates (through the initial string-based search) of which were found to be true clones (by analysis of the appropriate parts of the annotated abstract syntax trees).
The format of the clone report, which orders the results on the size of the clone set and on the size of the clone members, means that the report cannot be shown until all clones are detected. It was frustrating to watch the clone checks tick past while being unable to see any of the results until all were complete.
Wrangler is being updated to stream the clone results to standard output as they are produced, so that the system remains responsive while processing. The full report will be written to a file, formatted and ordered, once all the results are processed. In the context of a multi-module clone search, the report is also to be upgraded to single out the inter-module clones from the intro-module clones.
. . Single module search: overview.
We then looked at clones within one of the modules consisting of some lines of code.
initial candidates identified, of which were true clones. In examining clones it was very helpful to use the "Instances of a variable" functionality in the Wrangler inspector menu. This allows programmers to view all the uses of a variable, distinguishing instances of the variable from the defining occurrence(s). Together with the clone report this shows where the clone instances differ, and what the instantiations of the newly introduced variables are. This only works on the new definition once it is pasted into the module, but would be helpful as a part of the report too, so that this information can be used in assessing the clone for refactoring.
. . Single module search: clone choice.
We were presented with a choice of fourteen clones. We began by looking at the largest clone classes, and rejected the first candidate (occurs times) but instead opted for the second. This was the choice of the developers to whom it seemed to be a more complete piece of functionality; they also noted that "one of the most difficult things [in the clone extraction process] is naming the parameters".
. . Growing the largest clone.
The largest clone was some lines of code which appeared twice. These formed the latter parts of two tests, so that the code in both cases went right to the end of the test. This focussed attention on how the tests differed, and with a combination of Erlang and domain expertise the team was able to refactor the tests by hand so that their entire bodies were clones. The manual refactorings were these:
One had an added line: this turned out to be setting an attribute of the system under test (SUT) and occurred next to another attribute setting; in the code these were manually changed to calls which set a list of attributes in a single call. This function was already available in the API of the SUT, but could have been added if necessary.
The result of a function call was tested by a pattern match of the form {V,result_list,X} with a different result_list in the two cases. Wrangler didn't spot this as a clone -it is, in fact, because it is possible to match against a bound variable in a pattern in Erlang. To work around this we introduced local variable definitions of the result_list values and then performed a pattern match against a tuple of variables in each of the tests.
-
. . Final observations.
The clone detection process also has the effect of pointing out precisely how the clones differ: in one case an actual parameter is
while in the other it is "INTERNAL_EVENT_MAX_FILESIZE_ROVERY"
It seems pretty clear that this latter is a corruption of the former, and that in fact they should be the same. This would mean that the parameter FileSizeEvent would be eliminated, since its actual values would coincide in the two instances. A clone which occurs in the middle of a function definition can potentially have a large number of parameters and also return a tuple containing a large number of fields. The former is because the code in the clone can depend on variable bindings occurring in code before the clone begins, and the latter because the cloned code itself sets up bindings which are used in the remainder of the function. The effect of a clone coinciding with the entire function body is to reduce the number of parameters, and also to reduce the return value to that of the original function. This effect (specifically the effect of the number of parameters reducing) was evident as we "grew" the clone reported here.
. Macro elimination
There is a disadvantage in using Erlang macros, in that they cannot be used in expressions evaluated in the shell. While it would be possible to support macros in the shell, in the absence of that to get the exploratory nature of shell evaluation, we needed to find some way of eliminating macro definitions.
The following mechanism was investigated, assuming the macro to be eliminated is foo(X,Y) with definition.
-de ne(foo(X,Y),E).
Step . Build a function definition thus fun_foo(X,Y) -?foo(X,Y).
Step . Fold against the function fun_foo, turning all macro invocations into calls to fun_foo.
Step . Redefine fun_foo thus:
fun_foo(X,Y) -E. i.e. the RHS of the de nition of the macro foo.
This approach works fine within a single module, except for arity macros which will be replaced by calls with a trailing pair of parentheses, as in fun_foo().
What if the macros are in a header file? We will need to put the definition of fun_foo in a file. In general we will put it in a new file fun_macros. 
. Obstacles to adoption of Wrangler
We see two sets of obstacles in the way of adoption of refactoring more widely. The first is a perceived lack of time to perform large-scale restructuring of systems, despite a clear need being expressed by developers, because it made their code both more readable and more maintainable by introducing structure to what was previously straight-line code. Where Wrangler has been adopted successfully it has become part of a programmer's usual workflow, rather than a separate process: this works well with incremental improvements, but larger-scale transformations are less easily integrated in this way.
A second set of obstacles come from the integration of Wrangler into the wider-scale project workflow. For example, we have been able to adapt Wrangler to work with particular source code repositories, but some systems bring particular challenges.
A third potential problem comes from the efficiency of clone detection over large code bases. To counter this we have developed an incremental clone detection approach [ ]. In studies of a series of system evolution steps this approach shows a reduction of clone re-detection times to -% of the original time.
-
The pragmatics of clone detection and elimination
Property extraction through refactoring
One of the principal goals of the ProTest project [ ] is to find mechanisms that support the transition from traditional unit testing to property-based testing. One mechanism (briefly reported in an earlier paper [ ]) is to use the clone detection facilities of Wrangler to support the discovery of properties within existing test suites. Not only does this provide a refactoring of unit tests into properties, but it can also indicate how the property can be generalised.
This generalisation will give a more complete description of the intended behaviour of the system, and this property can in turn be tested using randomly generated values in QuickCheck [ ]. Not only does this turn tests into properties, but it will also have the effect of generating new tests for the system from the existing test suite. After describing the process in more detail we give an example of property extraction in practice.
. Property extraction
The Wrangler approach to combining test cases into QuickCheck properties follows these steps: Apply Wrangler's similar code detection functionality to the test suite. The clone detector reports clone classes, each a set of code fragments in which any two of them are similar to each other. For each clone class, the clone detector also reports the least-general common abstraction of its clone instances, in the format of a new function. Identify a clone class which consists of complete test cases, copy and paste the least-general common abstraction function of that clone class into the test suite module, then rename the function, and apply the fold expression against function refactoring to this function. This refactoring replaces instances of a function body by a call to that function: in this case the newly introduced function. Apply Wrangler's test case to property refactoring to the least-general common abstraction function. This refactoring searches for all the application instances of this function, and collects the actual parameters. The actual parameters collected are then analysed for dependency between parameters, and transformed into QuickCheck data generators; the function itself is wrapped up, if necessary, as an assertion. A QuickCheck property is then generated by combining the data generator and the property using the QuickCheck macro ?FORALL.
. Example
The example in an earlier paper [ ] shows how a property is extracted from a set of tests identified as clones. In Section . we reported a similar clone extraction exercise, where some intervention was required to make the maximal clone identifiable, a typical experience.
- Figure , where we ignore the first parameter (the variable Con g) and the last (the string and its corrupted version).
These choices can be generalised to the generators shown in Figure , and replacing the integers by arbitrary natural numbers, nat(), by those in Figure . This configuration can be used to generate random tests from a set including the original two, but widening this substantially. In all probability, even if the SUT is correct, some of these will pass and others will fail, since the generalisation may include illegitimate combinations of parameters; on the other hand this failure can be a result of the implementation missing "corner cases" that are plainly not covered by the two existing tests which cover typical cases of normal behaviour. In this way the generalisation can lead to a greater understanding of the behaviour of the system.
-
Conclusions and Future Work
As we have reported, the exercise here was only possible as a collaboration between the developers of Wrangler and engineers engaged in developing and testing the target system. Together it was possible substantially to re-engineer the test code to make it more compact and more structured. As well as illustrating the way in which Wrangler can be used, we were able to provide guidelines on refactoring test code in Erlang which can also be applied to systems written in other languages and paradigms. Pulling together the observations of the paper, we are able to make a number of conclusions.
First, it is impossible completely to automate the process of clone identification and removal. The notion of what is and isn't a clone is dependent on the choice of a set of parameters, and changing these will give a different, but related, set of clones. Even with a single choice of parameters, the identification of the clone function is subject to choice: are extraneous fragments ("widows and orphans") attached? should a sub-clone be prioritised over an enclosing one? how much generalisation take place?
Once the clone function is chosen, there is the matter of naming the function and its parameters in an appropriate way. In a number of cases it was necessary for the engineer to make some changes to the codebase in order to optimise the clones identified. None of these matters is routinely subject to automation.
We have also seen incidental effects of clone detection. It can be used as a way of comprehending an existing codebase, and also indicate errors -intentional or otherwise -in that code.
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